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Abstract. A new modelof the ionospheric
Alfv•n resonator(IAR) includingthe
effect of wave frequency dispersionis presented. It is shown that the shear Alfv•n
wavesin the IAR are coupledto the compressionalmode through the boundary
conditions at the ionosphere. This coupling results in the appearanceof the Hall
dispersion and subsequentshift of the IAR frequency spectrum. The excitation
mechanisminvolving the IAR interaction with the magnetosphericconvectiveflow
is considered.It is shownthat the Hall dispersionof the IAR eigenmodeincreases
the growth rate of the feedbackinstability. However, for the observedvalues of
ionosphericconductivity this effect is not very high. It is shownthat the physical
mechanism of the feedback instability is similar to the Cerenkov radiation in
collisionlessplasmas.The IAR eigenfrequencies
and growth rates are evaluatedfor
the caseof exponential variation of the Alfv•n velocity with altitude in the topside
ionosphere.
1.

Introduction

The conceptof the ionospheric
Alfvdnresonator(IAR) bility" [Lysak, 1991] in order to distinguishit from
has been the subject of a great deal of researchduring
recent years. The IAR arisesdue to the strongincrease
in the Alfvdn velocity with altitude, which results in
wave reflectionfrom velocity gradientsand formation of
a resonancecavity in the topside ionosphere.The idea

the slow feedbackinstability of the global ionosphere-

magnetosphere
resonatorstudiedby Atkir•son[1970],
$ato and Holzer [1973],and $ato [1978]. As the in-

stability develops,part of the energyof the convective
flow is transferredto the IAR eigenmodes.The theory
of IAR wasoriginallysuggested
by Polyakov[1976]and of fast feedbackinstability was substantiallydeveloped
has been extensively studied by a number of authors by Lysak[1991]and Trakhtengertz
andFeldstein
[1991].
In this paper we will generalizethe previousanalysis
[e.g.,PolyakovandRapoport,1981;Belyaevet al., 1987,
1990; Lysak, 1991; Trakhtengertz
and Feldstein,1991]. by incorporatingthe dispersionof shearAlfvdnwavesin
The most peculiar features of IAR are observedin the the ionosphere-magnetosphere
coupledsystem.We will
auroral zone, where the structure of currents and elec- showthat this dispersionis producedby the ionospheric
tric fields is controlled by interaction and propagation Hall current which arisesdue to the coupling of shear
of ULF waves in the topside ionosphere. Recently, ex- Alfvdnandfast magnetosonic
(compressional)
wavesin
perimental evidencefor the existenceof IAR at high the ionosphere. The decelerationof the Alfvdn phase
latitudes was confirmedby Belyaevet al. [1999]by velocity due to the Hall dispersionmay increasethe
using highly sensitive,two-componentinduction mag- rate of energytransferfrom the convective
flow to IAR
netometer measurementsfrom Kilpisjgrvi Observatory eigenmodes
and overcomethe dissipationrate due to
the leakageof energythroughthe IAR upperboundary.
(Finland).
The principal mechanism of IAR destabilization is The physicalmechanismof such an instability, which
connected with the sudden enhancementof magneto- we will term below as "feedback instability", is similar
radiationin collisionless
plasma.
spheric convectionduring magnetic storms, which re- to theusual(•erenkov
The paperis organizedasfollows:Section2 describes
sults in an instability, called the "fast feedback instathe boundary conditionsof the resonantcavity at the
ionosphericand magnetosphericends. The analysisof
'Institute
of Physics
of theEarth,Moscow.
the dispersiveionosphericAlfvdn resonatoris given in
2ThayerSchoolof Engineering,
Dartmouth
College,Hanover,New section3. The dispersionrelation for the feedbackinstaHampshire.
3Laboratoire
de Physiqueet Chimiede l'Environnemem,Centre bility is presentedin section4. Excitation of dispersive
eigenoscillationsby the feedbackinstability in the lowNational de le RechercheScientifique,Orleans, France.
conductivity ionosphereis consideredin section 5. The
Copyright 2000 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
case for a highly conductiveionosphereis analyzed in
Paper number 1999JA900480.

section 6. Our discussions and conclusions
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where p is the plasma mass density,j is the plasma
current
density, and v is the fluid velocity. In ideal
IAR
MHD the magneticfield is frozen into the plasma,and
It is known that the plasma density in the ionosphere the hydrodynamic velocity v is defined by the relation
and low-altitude magnetospherevaries strongly along v = (SEñx•)/B. In equation(6) weneglected
the therthe geomagneticfield lines. The typical scale for this mal pressuregradient. The latter conditionassumes
the

2.

Boundary Conditions in Dispersive

variationis of the orderof 10a km. Thisparallelplasma low-pressure
approximation.Eliminatingfrom (6) the
inhomogeneityleads to a strong variation in the back- plasma current density with the help of Amp•re's law
ground Alfvdn speed, which in turn results in the ap- and Faraday'slaws and rearranging,we obtain
pearance of a so-called ionospheric Alfvdn resonance
cavity. This cavity modifies the propagation of low
5r,) +
- 0, (7)
frequency ULF waves near the ionosphere. Since the

CA= B/(/uop)
•/""istheAlfvdnvelocity
and•o is
ionosphericcavity is localizedat low altitudes(below where
1 - 2 RE), a straightmagneticfieldline approximation the permeability of free space.
With the helpof Faraday'slaw and (1), equation(7)
is used. The referenceframe used in this study assumes
that the external magnetic field B is directed along the can be written in the form of two scalar equations
z axis. For simplicity, the plasma is consideredto be
2
(8)
homogeneousacrossmagnetic field lines.
The shear Alfvdn and compressionalmodes in our and
model are described by the parallel component of the
2
vector potential A and two scalarpotentials(I) and q•. In
+
- 0,
(9)
this notation the total vector potential can be written as
modes
A =A2 + V'ñ x (q•2),wherethe secondterm represents whichdescribetheshearAlfvdnand compressional
in the ionosphericplasma.
the perpendicular componentof the vector potential.

If all perturbedquantitiesvaryasexp(-i•:t), thenthe
electricand magneticfield perturbationscan be written
in the followingform:

Theseequations
shouldbe supplemented
by theproper
boundaryconditionsfor the ionosphere
(z: 0) and at
infinity (z -+ oc). The boundary conditionsfor the
ionosphereare obtained from Amp•re's law. Applying
(V'.) and (V'x)• to this equation,we obtain

6Eñ - -V'•_(I) + iwV'•_ x

V'.j5Bñ = V'ñA x

0,

and

and

= -0(v

-

(10)

x

(a) Equation(10) representsthe electriccurrentcontinuity

equation,while (11) givesthe supplementary
relation
where Oz = O/Oz, • is the wave fi-equency,and 2 is which provides the connection between the potentials
the unit vector along the external magnetic field. The q• and (I).
parallel component of the vector potential A is related
to the scalar potential (I) by

FollowingLysak[1991]we considerthe ionosphere
as
a conductiveslab extending from z - 0 to z - -Az.

The neutral atmosphere(-d < z < -Az) is consid(4) ered as a vacuumregion,and the solidEarth (z < -d)
Equation(4) represents
the fact that the field-aligned as a perfect conductor. Since the resistancebetween
OtA= -0z q).

electric field in our plasma is zero, that is, E• =
-0• (I)4- ic0A= 0. This is valid if the wavelengthsof the
consideredwavesare much larger then the collisionless
electron skin depth.

The field-alignedcurrent can be obtainedby taking
the parallel componentof Amp•re's law, V' x 5B -/•0j,
given by

the ionosphereand ground is much higher than that
of ionosphere,we may neglect the field-alignedcurrent
flowing from the ionosphereto the atmosphere,and at

z = -Az (the boundarybetweenthe ionosphere
and
atmosphere)we set j•(z - -Az) - 0. Takinginto
accountthis condition,integrationof (10) gives

jz(z = O)=-Vñ

j• - _ i-•Y0

(•2)

(5) where Jñ is the perpendicular ionosphericcurrent inte-

To describe the plasma motion, we start with the
linearized ideal MHD equation

-iwpv - j x B,

.Jñ,

(6)

grated from z = -Az to z = 0. Positivej• corresponds
to the current flowingout of the ionosphere.Note also
that the perpendicularelectricfield, and thus the scalar
potentials, must be continuousacrossthe boundary at
Z----0.
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In the thin slab approximation the conductive layer
may be characterizedby the height-integratedPedersen
and Hall conductivities Up and .En, respectively. Thus
Ohm's law integrated acrossthe ionospherewith Eñ where s << 1. Physically, s definesthe ratio of the
Alfv•n velocity cn• in the ionosphereto that in the
replacedby (1) can be written as

40
e2+exp(-2z/L)'

outermagnetosphere
cnM. Accordingto (17) they are

J_L -- -E?Vj_(I)

+ EHVñ

related
to thisparameter
asCAI/CMI
-- e/(1+ e2)•/2 _•

x (1)2

+iwEHVñ • + iwEpVñ x •2,

•. Thus CAt'"' CAOand CAm'"' cAO/e.

(13)

For simplicity, the Hall and Pedersenconductivities are

Bysubstituting
z - z0e-•'/• andz0 - wœ/cAO,
(8) is
transformedinto the Besselequation[e.g.,œysak,1991]

assumed
to be uniform.Substituting(13)into (1:2)and
using(5), we write the currentcontinuityequationas

CAOOz(I)+ iWc•p(I)q-W2c•i • : 0,

(14)

The solution of this equation, which satisfiesthe radiation condition at infinity, is

wherec•p= Ep/ E• and C•z = EH/ E• are the ratios
of the height-integrated Pedersenand Hall conductivities to the wave conductivity 52w= 1//•0cn0, and all
the values are taken at z = O.

(19)

(I)(x) -- (I)o•J_ixoe(Z) ,

where(I)0is a constant,x0s<< 1, and J,,(x) is a Bessel
function of complex index and complex argument.

Integrationof equation(11) with the helpof (3) and
Similarly, the solutionto equation(9) in the limit
(13) gives
x0s << 1 is given by

+ azV2,ß +

-1

ß (x)-

+ io:,e) -

(20)

where •0 is constant and we choose the solution which

The right-handside of (15) is definedat z = -Az.
decreases with the altitude.
In the neutral atmosphere(-d < z < -Az), under
Accordingto Meissnel'sformula [e.g., Watson,1948],
the conditionthat • vanisheson the surface(z =
in the regionof the ionospheric
sheet(x •_ x0) theBessel
-d) of the perfectlyconductingEarth, it is givenby
functionscalesas J•_œ(x)ocexp(-kñz) in the kñL >>
ß = Csinh[-k_L(Z+ d)]/sinh(-k_Ld)with C an arbi- 1 limit and c9z• = -kñ•.
Therefore the first term in
trary constant[Yoshikawaand Itonaga, 1996]. If the
(16), involvingthe derivativeof • with respectto z, is
wavelengthis muchsmallerthan the atmosphericdepth

equal to the secondterm in our approximation. Thus

( k_Ld>• 1), q• scalesas exp(k_Lz),that is, fallsoff ex- the compressional
modefallsoff asexp(-kñ ]z]) onboth

ponentially toward the ground. Using this condition, sides of the ionospheric sheet.
we set 0z•(--Az) = kñ •, wherek_Lis the perpendicuThus boundarycondition(16) reducesto

lar wavenumber.Replacing
V•Lwith--k•Lin (15)and
usingthe thin slab approximation,Az -• 0, we obtain
-1

Oz• -- kñ• + cAo(O•nCI)
+ iwc•p•) -- O.

(16)

Finally, we have to specifythe boundary conditionsat
the magnetosphericend, that is, at z -• oo. To simplify
the problem, we follow the method suggestedby Trakht-

engertzand Feldstein[1991]and assumethat at z -• oo
only outgoingsolutionexists. This correspondsto the
so-calledradiation conditionat the magnetosphericend

•=

-•Lc•u

CAø

•I,,

(21)

2kñL - ixoap

where all the values are taken at x = x0.

From (19)-(21)it followsthat

-

(x)
'

(22)

of IAR. Equations(8) and (9) with boundaryconditions Substituting(21)into condition(14), we finally ob(14) and (16) at the ionosphere
and the radiationcon- tain
ditions for shear Alfv•n and compressionalmodes at
infinity form a closedset of equationsnecessaryfor the
study of IAR eigenmodes.

3.

Dispersive Ionospheric Alfv•n

Resonator

Oa:
(I)+ (iccp
+ 2k_•
Lx0b
- ixoc•
p - 0. (23)
Expression(23) without the Hall dispersion
term coincideswith that obtainedby Lysak[1991]and Trakhtengertzand Feldstein[1991]. This additionalterm describes the coupling between the shear and compres-

FollowingLysak [1991]and Trakhtengertzand Feld- sionalAlfv•n modes. Accordingto (10) and (11) the
stein[1991]we choosethe Alfvdnvelocityprofilein the inclusion of the Hall dispersionin the boundary condiresonator
as
tion (23) is necessary
in orderto satisfy'Amp•re'slaw.
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Substitutingthe solution(19) into boundarycon- function,J0(r/0r•)= 0 [e.g., Trakhtengertz
and Felddition (23), we obtain the dispersionrelationfor IAR stein,1991]. The first two rootsfor r/0,• are 2.4 and 5.5
eigenfrequencies
[cf. Gradshteyn
andRyzhik,1980].From(27) it follows
j'

that the compressionof the magneticfield in the highly

=io•p
+ 2k•_L,
_i•ø•(xø)
z0c•r
ixoo•p

J_ixo•(Xo)

ionosphere vanishes and the Hall dispersion
(24)isconductive
not important. When the ionosphericconductivity is

high the perpendicularcomponentof the electricfield of
where the prime denotesthe derivative over the argu- the fundamental eigenmodehas nodesat both the lower
ment of the Bessel function.
and upper IAR boundaries. It is plotted schematically
In the low-conductivitycase (a• << i and a• << with a long-dashedcurve in Figure 1.

1), decomposing
the dimensionless
frequencyx0 into its
real and imaginaryparts, x0 = rl+iS, and assumingthat

thethreequantities
x0s,ap, anda•/k_cLaresmall,we 4. Dispersion Relation for Feedback
Instability
obtain
In this section we consider the generation of shear
Alfvdn wavesin the presenceof magnetosphericconvection flow. We assume that the electric field E0, connected with this convection,penetrates the conductive
and
ionosphericsheet and servesas the sourceof free energy
necessaryfor the excitation of IAR eigenoscillations.
For simplicity, we assumethat the ionosphericconductivity is directly proportional to the density. This is a
where rh,• , m - 1, 2, 3,... are the zeroesof the J1
reasonableassumptionas long as the ionospherictemfunction; for example, the first two roots of rhr• are 3.8
perature and the neutral density do not vary signifiand 7.0 [cf. Gradshteyn
and Ryzhik,1980]. Similarly, cantly due to the field-aligned currents or subsequent

r/--r/lm(1 )'

(25)

•---Ozpj02(/]1m)
,

(26)

for J02(r/l,•)
wehave0.2 and0.1.

It is seenfrom (25) that the inclusionin the modelof
the compressionalmode leadsto the small reductionin

the resonanteigenfrequencies
(red frequencyshift) and

IAR upperwall

providesdispersionfor the shear Alfvdn waves. Expres-

sion (26) describesthe wavedampingrate due to the
Pedersencurrentsin a conductivelayer (first term on
the right-handsideof (26)) and waveenergyleakage
throughthe upperIAR wall (the secondterm). Terms
describingthe mode attenuation due to the Hall currents are neglectedhere becausethey are small quan-

titiesof the higherorder• 1/(k_cL)
2. Inspecting
valuesof J02(r/1,•),
onemayfind that this attenuation
is
strongerfor the higher harmonics.
The schematicplot of the perpendicularelectricfield
5Ex of the fundamental IAR eigenmodefor a weakly

conductive
ionosphere
isshownin Figurei (solidcurve).
We recallthat 5Ex is definedby the relation(1), where
the first term on the right-hand side gives the main
contribution

while

the second one is considered

as a

small correction, that is, 5Ex _• -ikx (I) with (I) defined

by (19). Owing to the low ionospheric
conductivityit
has antinodes both at the conductive layer and at the
upper boundary of the IAR.

/
!

//

From (3) and (22) the compressional
component
of
the magneticfield for the caseof low conductivitytakes
the value

•Bll(2:
--•0)•-- O•Hk-l-Jø(/]lm)(I)0.
(27) IAR lower wall (ionosphericE layer)
2CAO
As the altitude increases,it rapidly (cr exp(-kxz) ) Figure 1. Perpendicularelectricfield 5Ex of the fun-

decaystoward the magnetosphericend.
damental eigenmodewhen the ionsphericconductivity
In the highly conductiveionospherethe IAR eigenfre- is low (solidcurve)and whenit is high (long-dashed
quenciesare close to the roots of the zero order Bessel curve).
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particleprecipitation[cf. Lysak,1991].Thus the variation of the height-integratedPedersenand Hall conductivities

can be written
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where

as

L

-

-

ere= -•[c•p(kñ

(28)

x V0)z+ C•H(kñ.v0)].

O•ICAO

(32)

Substituting the explicit expressionfor jz from the
where 5n is the perturbation of the ionosphericnumber density and no is the equilibrium density due to parallelcomponentof Amp•re'slaw into equation(31)
the solar radiation. The ionosphericdensity satisfies in the movingsystemof reference,we obtain the followa continuity equation which includes a source due to ing boundary condition'
precipitation and lossesdue to recombination,

atnq-Vñ. (rivE)-- S- R(n2- n02),

(1-

(29)

cry,)O•,
• - i•p•
o

xo+ iv

wherevE - B-•(E x i), E - 5Eñ + E0 is the total
electric field, S is the sourceterm due to precipitation,
and R is the recombination coefficient,which is of the

orderof 2 x 10-7 cma s- • [e.g.,Brown,1966]. Note

•i•l

ff•

The connection between the • and ß potentials, which

followsfrom equation(11), can be obtainedsimilarto

that the recombination scalesas the square of the den- section 2 and now reads
sity since an electron and ion must meet to recombine.
In this model the source term is due to the precipitation and is proportional to the field-alignedcurrent

• = 2kñLC;o•L[o•H(I)i5•(xo
+iv)-•Oxo
•1 (a4)
ix0ap[1+ a•a•5•(x0 + iv)-•] '

densityS- Qjz [cf. Atkinson,1970;Sato and Holzer,
1973; Sato, 1978] (here a positivecurrentcorresponds
to precipitatingelectrons).The sourceterm S depends, where
to lowestorder, on the energyflux of the precipitating
electrons[Rees,1963].

L

8v = -•[c•m(kñ
CAOOZI

In the steady state, the density is given by n -

(no
2+ S/R)•/2, whereforstrong
precipitation,
thesecond term dominates. The density perturbation can

x V0)z- c•p(kñ. v0)].

(35)

By introducing T as the angle betweenthe wave vec-

be found from the linearizedequation(29). In the tor and the direction of the drift velocity, expressions
reference Dame moving with the drift velocity v0 (32) and (35)can be rewrittenas

B-• (E0 x i) it is givenby

an

_-

no

k}B-•(c•;•CAO
-•LOxo(I)-•)

x0+ iv

c%= -

,

kñ Lvoo•c
O•ICAO

cos[90-arctan(c•p/c•Z)], (36)

(30) and

where0xo(I)- 0•cI)I•=•o, v - 2LRno/cAo<< 1 is the di-

mensionless
recombination
frequency,
cq- (Az/•pi)7•)
•
•pi - c/wpiis the collisionless
ion skinlength,wpi=

5•= - kñLvoac
sin[•o
- arctan(ap/aH)],
(37)
CAO0•I

(noe2/somi)
•/2 is the ionplasma
frequency,
mi is the
ion mass, e is the magnitude of the electroniccharge,

and 7Q - eAzQ represents
the numberof additional
electron-ion pairs created per incident electron. Nor-

wherec•c-(c•, + c•})•/2.
With the help of (19), (33), and (34), the dispersion
equation for the feedbackinstability becomes

mally, 7Q is a nearly linear functionof the incom{1-

ing electron energy. It is about 100 for 10 keV elec-

trons[Rothwellet al., 1984].According
to Lysak[1991],
Az •_ •pi •- 10- 30 kin. Thereforefor the real ionosphericconditions,c• is a small parameterof the order
of 10-• - 10-•.

xo +iv

+iXOaltd•(xo
+iv)-•[1
- cqc•erv(x0
+iv)-•]
}
2kñL- ixoc•p[1
+ O•IO•31(•qo
(•0 q-iv)-•1

In order to find the field-alignedcurrent in the pres= iozp

ence of the convection electric field, we use equation

(12), in whichJñ shouldbe eliminatedwith the helpof
Ohm'slaw and E - 5Eñ + E0 with 5Eñ givenby (1)
and E0 being the large-scaleelectricfield. After simple

rearrangements
with the help of (30) we obtain

x0 + iv

+ c•uc•t0z0L-•(1
-

-

+

+

(a8)

The dispersionequation(38) is rather complicated

jz -ik•_Zw

ß[ic•p•+

+

x0c•/(1- c•c•c%(x0+ iv)-•)

x0 q- iv

)•]

'

(31)

and can be solvedin the generalcaseonly by numerical
methods. However, we can simplify the problem and
considersome limiting caseswhen the solution to this
equation can be found analytically.
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5. Feedback Instability in the 'Weakly
Conductive Ionosphere

where

The dispersionrelation (38) can be analyzedin two

a- (ere- r/ira)
2- o•-

limiting casesof high and low ionosphericconductivities. In low-conductivity limit the solution to equa-

tion (38) is localizedin the vicinityof the rootsof the
equationJ1(•/1,•) - 0. Accordingto Lysak[1991]the
maximum of the feedbackinstability growth rate in the
absenceof the Hall dispersionis found in the vicinity of

kñL

(43)

'

(44)

b = --2o•p(rrqo
q-r/lm),
and

c• 0•1'
I-l+2kñL_

•r½•_ •hr• where5½is negligible.Sincethe Hall dispersion in our problem is consideredas a small correction,

(45)

oneshouldexpectthat in equation(38) the termsconIn expressions
(43) and (44) the smalltermsof the
taining5½may be neglected.The rigoroustreatment orderof 1/(kñL)2 areneglected.
Using a formula for the squareroot of a complexnum(whichleadsto rather lengthycalculations)
showsthat
accountingfor these terms results in only a negligible ber [e.g.,Abramowitzand Stegun,1964]
shift in the expressionfor the critical velocity. Neglect-

(a+ bi)1/2- 4-2-1/2.

ing the smalltermsin equation(38), we get
i

(1-Xo
•r½
_i?_•oœ(Xo)
x0 + iv ).
= iap+2kñL(1+iF)J-i•,oe(Xo)

{[(a2
+b2)l/2
+a] +isgnb (a2+b2)1/2-a

,
(46)

we obtain

Rex0= (21)-1

Expandingthe Besselfunctionsin equation(39) in
the vicinity of x0 _ •h-•, we obtain

(x0-

o•zo•u

ß O'qø
+ l]lm-[-O'qø
2kñL
•1••

+ i.) =

(a2+ b2)1/2+ a

2

'
(47)

--

_xo(xo + _ +)(xo
+

and

2k•L

+i•½
•.

(40)

-

-•

.

(48)

It followsfrom (40) that the appearance
of the dimensionless
frequency•½ is equivalentto the adding
Expressions
(47) and (48) arestill difficultto analyze
of a convective
modex0 = •½ (pumpingwave)in the becausethey dependon both kñ and •. We can further

system. The modes become close to each other when simplify the problem by consideringonly thosewavean•½ 2 •.
The schematicplot of the dimensionless
fre- glesat whichthe maximum growth occurs.Maximizing
quency •0 as a function of dimensionlessperpendicular
the growthrate (48) over•r½in the leadingordergives
wave number k xL is shownin Figure 2. It is seenthat
modes are separated due to the dispersion. For sim•r• = rh,• + a•, •- rh,•.
(49)
plicity, we neglectthe correctionsdue to recombination
Eliminatinger• from (47) and (48) with the helpof
and leakageout of the upper boundaryof the resonator
and consider v = • = 0. Note that both of these effects

(49), we get

shouldjust provide damping. Then we get

1+

-

2kxL

+
OziOz
H

xo- •-•{o'•,
+ rll,•- iar+• 2k•L
Oll OlH

(•p

7_ •

+[(o'•,
+r/l.•
- ia•,+o'•,
2k_LL
)•-4•r•rh"•I]•/"
1

-

2kñL

(5o)

'

and

Solving this equation gives
1

2kñL

(41)

+•r•rll.• - O.

4-(a+

2

.

2kñL

-

+

2

+•/•,•c•H
(c•H
- c•,)}1/2,
2kñL

2

1/2

(51)

(42) whereA•hr• is the frequencyshift and the bottom sign
givesan instability.
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3.8
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Figure 2. Modificationof the IAR eigenmodes
dueto the Hall dispersion.
When a• >> •.•.(•.a•)/kñL, the Pedersen
Usingthe explicitexpression
for ere(36) andomitting
the smallterm, we rewritecondition(49) in the form term is dominantand equations(50) and (51) reduce
to the resultof Lysak[1991],
Ozp

cr

cos(99
- arctan
) - - v•--2,
C•H
V0

(52)

Ar/•m
--4-(øzprhm)
•/2
2

with

(56)

and

cr _
v•,•
- cqrcA0V•r•
kzLc•c'

(53)
7-

a.(57)
2 q= 2

'

Accordingto (52) the angle• corresponding
to the
In the oppositecasewhen•r•C•U(C•U- cL•)/k.t.L>>
maximumgrowth existsif v0 _>v••, which definesthe
c•p, the Hall term is dominant. Thus (50) and (51)
instability threshold. When v0 - v•" we have • reduce to

•max with
ffmax 0'"4-71'-4-arctan

(54)

A?• -- 4-•?
[kñL/2(1
- a•IaH)]
•/2,
•H

(58)

Substituting• -- •9ma
x -Jrh•9 into equation(52) and

usingthe expansion
cosA• _• 1- (A•)2/2, weobtain

and

that such an angle existsin the cone

•max
--[2(1- Vir•)]i/2
< • < •max
-Jr-[2(1Vlm)]
1/2,
V0
V0

7- q:?•r•C•U(1
--Cq/C•U)
•/2_C•p.
(59)
(2k.t.L)•-/2
2
Comparing(51) and

we noe that in general

the inclusion of the Hall dispersion in the IAR model

centered around •m•x. This situation is similar to the

enhancesthe feedback instability growth rate. This

(•erenkov
radiationin collisionless
plasma. For the is connected with the decreaseof the phase velocity
marginalinstability(v0_• vg")the growingwavesprop- of IAR eigenmodescausedby the Hall dispersionfreagateat an angledefinedby equation(54). The growing quency shift. In this casethe wave movesmore slowly
and stayslongerin resonancewith the convectiveflow.
modehasnegativefrequency
shift (redshift).
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In general, the Hall conductivity in the ionosphere Solution of this equation can be obtained by a method
scales with the Pedersen conductivity. For example, presentedin the previous section. However, the result
for sunlight-produced
conductivity,the ratio C•H/C•p can be obtained even easier if we simply analyze equa2, while for precipitation-produced conductivity, their tion (62). First, we note that contraryto the previous
ratioscales
asC•H/C•p
-,•E5/8[e.g.,Spiroet al.,1982], section, the feedback instability growth rate increases
where E is energyof precipitating electronsin keV. This with the increaseof rr• without approaching
any maxratio is 6.5 for energy of 20 keV and 8.4 for energyof imum value. Since we neglected the nonlinear terms,
30 keV. Thus the conductivityc•c in equation(36) is our theory is valid only in the vicinity of the instability
related to the Pedersenconductivity c• by the relation thresholdwhen the imaginary part of x0 vanishes.From

crc- crp(1q-E5/4)1/2 Usingthisconnection,
wecan equation(62) followsthat the conditionImx0 = '/= 0
estimatefrom (51) the relativecontributionof the Hall corresponds
to twosolutions
rr• - Toar•C•t/2c•pkñL
and
and Pedersenterms in the feedbackinstability growth rr• = T0r•. Substituting
thesevaluesinto equation(62)
rate given by

TlmO•H(O•
H -- 0•I)
kñLc•

•_

TlrnO•pE
5/4
kñL

.

we obtain x0 = 0 and x0 = T0r• ß The first root is unphysical and correspondsto zero frequencymode. The
(60) other solution is related to the IAR eigenmode. Thus
we have to consideronly the secondcase. Near the in-

From(60) weobtainthat the relativeroleof Hall dis- stabilitythresholdwe may introduceAt% = rr•- T0r•
persion in the feedback instability increaseswith both
the growth of the wavelengthand the energyof precipitating electrons. This contribution becomesstronger
for the highest harmonicsof IAR eigenmodes. However, the actual role of the Hall dispersion corrections
in the feedbackinstability growth rate is not very high.
This is supported by the followingestimations. The pa-

rameterk_kL- 2•rL/A_k(Añ is the perpendicular
wavelength)is 60 for a wavelengthof 100km, and 6000for

and Xo = To-, + ATo.• + i7 with ATo., << T0-, and

'/<< To.,. Substitutingthesevaluesinto equation(62)

andneglecting
thetermsoftheorder1/(k•_L)2, weimmediately obtain the expressionsfor the frequencyshift
and instability growth rate

ATom
__rr•22
- Tom
,

(63)

3'- rr•
- T0,•
O•PT0m

(64)

O•PT0m

and

1 km. A reasonable value for the normalized night-

time Pedersenconductivityc•p is 0.1 [e.g.,Spiro et al.,
1982]. Substitutingthesevaluesinto (60), it is found

that the Hall correction term only becomessignificant
Equation(64) coincideswith the corresponding
exin the long-wavelengthlimit. It shouldbe noted that in pression(9) of the paper by Trakhtengertz
and Feldthis case the effects of finite k j_d which we omitted in stein [1991](exceptfor the numericalfactor3), which
the derivationof boundarycondition(16) shouldalso was obtained in the absence of the Hall dispersion.

be accountedfor. The importance of the Hall terms in Thus in accordance with our preliminary considerathe study of shear Alfv•n wavesin the auroral region tionsmadein section3, Hall corrections
(at leastof the
was also emphasized recently by Yoshikawaand Iton- first order) are not important in the high-conductivity

aga[1996].However,for mosttypicalauroralstructures limit. The maximumvalueof ereappearswhencos[•with wavelengthsof the order of 1- 10 km the Hall dis- arctan(c•p/c•H)]= --1, that is, at T = •max • •w +
persioneffectsare negligible,and the previousanalysis arctanE -s/s, similarto the previous
section.This anof Lysak [1991]servesas a reasonableapproachto the gle depends only on the energy of precipitating electrons.
problem at hand.

Substituting• = •max into the equations(63) and
(64), we finally get

6. Feedback Instability in the Highly
Conductive

Ionosphere

AT0r•-

When the ionosphericconductivity is high, the IAR
eigenfrequenciesare localized near the roots of the zero

1

whereV0m
cr _ c•c•

Xo(XoTOrn)
= (loop
q-TOm--Ol5
)-1' (61)
(xo- r%)
2kñL
•, as wellasthe corrections
of the orderof 1/(kñL)2,

xo
2- Xo(To•
- i--q-i
1

2 j;)- i• +i2a•kxL -- o.
(•)

v0

- 1)

(65)

v0

c•p
(V0m - 1)

in the vicinity of x0 •_ T0r• in the leading order gives

have been neglected.

(

and

orderBesselfunctionJ0(T0r•)- 0. Expansionof (38)

Here, as in the previoussection,terms containinge and

1

c•,TomV0m
•.-57-r ,

(66)

/k _LLß

CAOTOm

Instability occurs if
cr __

CAOO•ITOm

vø->Vør•c•pkñL(1
+Es/4)•/2' (67)
Accordingto (65) the growingmodehas a positive
frequencyshift (blue shift). At high conductivitythe
instabilitymovesto a largervalueof r%. For a given
drift velocity v0, this just implies that the wavelength
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becomes shorter. Only the product of k_cand v0 is similar dispersion relation that does not include the
specifiedby the instability conditions. Thus a modest Hall dispersion corrections. This analysis revealed the

drift velocity can give rise to the instability for a short appearanceof the growth rate maximum at c•? __ 1,
enoughwavelength.With the increaseof c•?the growth that is, when the IAR is optimally matched with the
magnetosphericload. Resultsfrom the numericalanalratevanishes
as'7cro• 1 [cf.Lysak,
1991;Trakhtengertz
and Feldstein,1991].
ysisof the IAR feedbackinstabilityusingequation(38)
with arbitrary valuesof ionosphericconductivity will be
7.
Discussion
and Conclusions
presented in a separate paper.
The resultsof our study might be usefulfor a better
The analysispresentedin this paper showsthat the
understanding of the fundamental IAR properties, as
IAR feedbackinstability may exist at both high and low
well as for the interpretation of recent satellite observaionosphericconductivitiesas was predicted by Lysak
tions by Freja and Fast satellites[e.g., Stasiewiczand
[1991]and Trakhtengertz
and Feldstein[1991]. CouPotemra,1998;Ergunet al., 1998].
pling of the shear Alfvdn wavesto the compressional
mode, consideredin our paper, leads to a weak disperAcknowledgments.
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